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'THE HISTORICAL DEFINITIVE SERIES        DAVID HOPE

This is a report of the display presented by David at the Society's Annual Meeting on 28th March 2008. It  
also includes information provided by the late Mrs Rawnsley in her article on the subject in the HPS 
Newsletter of August 1967 (Page 49).

The 'Historical Issue' is a subject that has rarely been addressed in the HPS Newsletter, nor indeed in 
other philatelic literature. The stamps were printed on the German recess printing machine, first used to 
produce the Small Landscape definitives in 1936. They were designed and engraved by the distinguished 
artist Karl Bickel who, in his long career, submitted over 550 stamp designs to the PTT of which over 100 
were accepted for production. 

It was originally intended that the Historical Series would be the same size as the Small Landscapes and 
on a white background. However this proved unsatisfactory and the decision was taken to increase the 
size of the stamps and print them on coloured paper. 

The subjects of the accepted designs (with Zumstein numbers)  were (numbers issued in brackets) :

• Z 243 50c. - violet-blue (55,984,000) – Rütli Oath of 1291 based on the statue, 'Oath of the Three 
Swiss' by James Vibert in the entrance hall of the Bundeshaus (Parliament Building) in Bern – 
providing a link with the 1938 'high values'.

• Z 244 60c.  - brown/buff (114,857,000) - an aggressive William Tell (perhaps showing the defiance of 
the  Swiss  nation  to  potential  invasion  in  1939/40)  based  on  the  famous  painting  by  the 
celebrated Swiss artist Ferdinand Hodler (1853 – 1918), now in the Museum of Art, Solothurn.

• Z 245 70c. -  violet/lilac (20,188,000) - The Fighting Warrior based on a section of the painting  'The 
Retreat from Marignano' by Hodler now  in the Swiss National Museum in Zurich.

• Z 246 80c. - grey-blue/grey (58,731,000) -  The Dying Warrior was also based on a section of the 
painting 'The Retreat from Marignano' by Hodler which is now in the Museum of Art and History, 
Geneva.
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• Z 247 90c. - scarlet/(shades)/red and dark red/red (147,363,000) - 'The Standard Bearer' based  on a 
painting by Nicolas-Manuel Deutsch (1484 – 1530) of Bern now in the Cabinet of Prints, Berlin.

The subjects of the higher values of the series were portrait busts of outstanding Swiss military leaders. 
They were each associated with different areas of the country –  perhaps to reinforce the unity of the 
Confederation at a time when the safety of the country's citizens was threatened. Each stamp had the 
name of the gentleman and his year dates at the top. (details provided by Mrs. Rawnsley)  : 

• Z 248 1 fr. - dark green on green and dark bluish green on green (96,582,000) - Colonel Ludwig Pfyffer 
(1524 – 1594) based on a privately owned painting by an unknown artist. Colonel Pfyffer was 
said to have inspired such loyalty among his officers that many of them paid their own expenses 
to be in his regiment. He saw much service in France, particularly during the Huguenot risings. 
On one occasion his Swiss troops covered the distance in record time to protect the French 
King from being seized by the Huguenots.  He retired  to  his  native  Lucerne where he was 
elected  as  chief  magistrate  and  led  the  town  and  the  whole  of  Catholic  Switzerland  very 
successfully, becoming known as the 'Uncrowned King of Switzerland'. 

• Z 249 1 fr. 20c.deep violet on grey and slate-violet on grey (64,319,000) - General Jurg Jenatsch (1596 
– 1639), based on a painting by an unknown artist in the Rätisches Museum in Chur. General 
Jenatsch was one of the most striking figures in the troubled history of the Grisons in the 17th 

Century. He was involved in many conspiracies and was leader of one in 1637 resulting in the 
expulsion of the French from the Grisons. He came to an untimely end, being assassinated 
during a banquet in Chur by members of the Plantas family. His career is important by reason of 
the long conflict between France and Spain for possession of the Valtellina, a major episode in 
the Thirty Years War. 

• Z 250 1 fr. 50c. - dark blue/buff and slate-blue/buff (36,186,000) - General Francois de Reynold (1642 – 
1722) based on a privately owned painting by H. Rigaud.  General Reynold played an important 
part in the country's history. He was Chief of the Swiss Army on foreign soil and was also a 
Marshal  of  France.  He  was  one  of  the  great  fighters  for  the  independence  of  the  French-
speaking Swiss. 

• Z 251 2 fr. -  lake/red and carmine lake (shades)/red and carmine/red (44,392,000). Colonel Joachim 
Forrer  (1782 – 1833),  based on a  portrait  by Felix  M.  Diogg now in  the  St  Gall  Historical 
Museum. Colonel Forrer was a native of St Gallen who commanded the Swiss Army during the 
Napoleonic Wars and was one of the founders of the modern Swiss Army.

The nine designs (Perf. 11½) were printed at the PTT printing works and first issued on 15th January 
1941  The three lower values were replaced on 1st August 1949 by the new Landscape and Industry 
definitives. The catalogue prices of these stamps in mint condition began to rise in the early 1950s. Some 
dealers realised that, although the three values had been withdrawn from sale at the Philatelic Bureau in 
the mint sets, they were still available on the Collectors' Sheets with the other values in the set. Some 
dealers therefore were able to take advantage of the rising prices. However in 1957 the Philatelic Bureau 
stopped selling the collector's sheet and soon after the catalogue editors realised that the stamps were 
not in short supply so prices fell. 

Prior to the issue of a new definitive series in 1960 four of the values were re-issued on different paper  - 
the 80c.(Z 339) and the 1fr. 20 (Z 341) on 29th October 1958 and the 90c. (Z340) and the 2fr. (Z342) on 
22nd June 1959.  The old 1941 paper was used as some was still left over.

The 90c was the most often used value, followed by the 60c and 1fr values.  A useful analysis of the 
usage of the stamps as at 15th January 1941 is set out below :

• 50c. - Local express letter, Local nachnahme to 60 fr ; Local packet 1 kg to 2.5 kg ; Town packet 5kg to 
7.5 kg ; Express postcard ; National nachnahme to 40fr ; value declared to 300 fr ; demand for 
payment ; Foreign registered postcard ; Airmail (5g) to Iran.

• 60c. - Local nachnahme to 80 fr ; Local packet 2.5kg to 5kg ; Town packet 7.5 kg to 10kg ; Value 
declared to 500 fr  ;  Express letter ; Urgent registered letter ; Nachnahme to 60 fr  ;  Foreign 
registered by surface ; Airmail to GB.

• 70c. - Local nachnahme to 100 fr ; Urgent local nachnahme to 60 fr ; Value declared to 1000 fr ; 
Nachnahme to 80 fr ; Some foreign airmails.
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• 80c. - Urgent local nachnahme to 80 fr ; Urgent nachnahme to 60 fr ; Nachnahme to 100fr ; Value 
declared to 1500 fr ; Local packet 5kg to 7.5 kg ; Foreign express postcard ; Some foreign airmail 
and registered airmail.

• 90c. - Urgent local nachnahme to 100fr ; Urgent nachnahme to 80 fr ; packet 2.5 kg to 5 kg ; Foreign 
express letter ; Airmail (5g) to USA/Canada.

• 1 fr. -  Local nachnahme to 200 fr ; Local packet 7.5 kg to 10kg ; Urgent local nachnahme to 100 fr ; 
Urgent nachnahme to 80 fr ;  Foreign nachnahme to 20 fr  ;  Foreign value declared to 300 fr  ; 
Foreign registered with notification of delivery ; Some foreign registered airmail.

• 1 fr 20c -  Urgent local nachnahme to 200fr ; Packet 5kg to 7.5 kg ; foreign nachnahme to 40 fr ; Airmail 
(5g) to Bermuda, Central America/West Indies and some Pacific Islands.

• 1fr 50c -  Packet 7.5 kg to 10 kg. Foreign nachnahme to 80 fr ; Airmail (10g) to USA/Canada.
• 2 fr – Packet 10kg to 15 kg ; Airmail (5g) to Australia and New Zealand.

Mrs Rawnsley reported that although it was in use for a long period  the series  was relatively free of 
major varieties. Those known are : double prints on the 1fr. dark green/green and the 2 fr. lake/red. The 
70c and 80c have been seen with broken frame lines. Particularly distinct shade differences have been 
found in the 1.50 fr and 2 fr stamps. 

David Hope began his display with 4 sheets of photocopies illustrating the original essays. Then followed 
the actual stamps showing shades, gum varieties and some printing varieties. Among the more unusual 
items were re-entries on the 70c and the 2fr. An 80c. on cover illustrated the effect on that stamp of being 
off-set on to the sheet above during the printing process. 

There were tremendous variations in the colours of the unwatermarked granite paper used including 
'transparent varieties'. The so-called 'vergé type' is particularly interesting -  see the Amateur Collector 
Ltd.'s Switzerland catalogue explanation (e.g. in the 1989 Edition page 30) which states that the type of

Fig. 4 1957 1fr 20 paying the internal  
nachnahme express fee

Fig.1 1944 Express letter to Germany. Express fee 
of 60c. Censored in Munich 

Fig.2 1949 Order for debt recovery. Fee includes  
charge for extra documents. 

Fig. 3 1947 Internal express letter. Express fee of  
60c. current for 14 months only.
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paper used was the cause. In fact it was caused by the printing process, in particular the felt blanket  on 
the pressure roller which contained thin strips of rubber. Before the War new supplies were obtained from 
Germany but after the War began the Swiss had to try to manufacture their own. They didn't quite get it 
right and after a time the thin strips of rubber  began to bunch up and this, coupled with the requirement 
to dampen the paper before printing, caused the vergé effect (thin white lines when held up to the light). 
The printers soon solved this problem by impregnating the felt with a rubber solution, enabling them to 
dispense with the rubber strips.

David then presented over 70 sheets illustrating the various uses of the stamps on cover. The internal 
letter rate was unchanged throughout the period when the stamps were on sale. Registered and Express 
rates were shown plus examples of a notification of delivery service charge; single usage of stamps 
showing changes in the Express rate; stamps on parcel labels and 'Notification of Debt' notices;  use on 
Nachnahme and return of undelivered mail with the charge notified. Some stamps are not common singly 
used e.g. the 1fr, 50. Examples illustrating that parcels over 15 kgs. were charged both by weight and 
distance, under 15kgs only by weight. Irregular shaped packages received an additional 20% charge.

He concluded the first part of the display with a examples of war-time mail out of Switzerland, including 
examples of military fieldpost cancels to Germany. Airmail to Germany was suspended on 30th January 
1941. He showed examples of the use of the Historical Series on mail including to the USA, GB, India 
and South Africa, and mail with censor marks including through Bermuda, the USA and Canada.

The second part of the display consisted of 100 sheets showing the use of the stamps on mail in the 
post-war period. Items included : a cover showing the printed matter rate; covers censored in Occupied 
Germany and Austria;  a  cover  illustrating  that  the  Basel/DRB (Deutsches Reich  Bahnhof)  cancel  of 
Baden Station in Basel was not replaced until  1948; a cover to Israel in 1951 returned in April  (with 
censor and custom marks – imported without license (returned to sender),  possibly containing watch 
parts as it was sent from Le Locle; examples of Special flights e.g. Swiss  Air to South Africa; a letter sent 
by Yehudi Menhuin and a 90c. perfin stamp on cover.

The  next  sheets  illustrated  the  various  overprinted  varieties  including  the  Federal  Authority  officials 
('Officiel') used both internally and externally. They could only be used on postage to official addresses. 
David showed an example of postage due where the official stamps had been used illegitimately.

Overprints  for  the League of  Nations ('Courrier  de la  Société des Nations')  and the UN's European 
Offices  –  the  UN  Organisation  ('Nations  Unies  Office  Européen'  –  80c.  to  2fr.  values  only),  the 
International Refugee Organisation ('Organisation Internationale pour les Réfugiés' – 80c. 1fr. and 2fr. 
values only),  International Labour Bureau ('Courrier du Bureau International du Travail'),  International 
Bureau  of  Education  ('Courrier  du  Bureau  International  d'Éducation'),  World  Health  Organisation 
('Organisation Mondiale de la Santé' – 80c. to 2fr. values only).

The last of the Historical Issue definitives were finally taken off-sale in May 1960 but they are still valid for 
postage in Switzerland today (all stamps post-1938 still are) - David showed some used on covers in 
1973 and 2002.

Norton Wragg gave the vote of thanks. agreeing with David that the lack of attention given to this issue 
by the philatelic  press  did  not  reflect  the degree of  interest  that  can be derived from building up a 
collection of this material. Particularly as it spanned much of the Second World War period, had a variety 
of shades and paper types and was the subject of a wide rage of official overprints.
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'SWISS POST INTERNATIONAL – ACTIVITY IN ITALY – THE BAVENO STORY' 
by CHARLES LaBLONDE CPhH, FRPSL. - A REVIEW BY DERRICK SLATE.

This book is quite fascinating. It covers the four years of the Swiss Post International's activities in Italy. 
Included  is  a  copy  of  the  front  page  article  of  our  Newsletter  from  November  1997.  A  most 
comprehensive write up of this interesting material (I used to think they were 'rubbish' until this book).

The Swiss Post International in Italy were not confined to the Baveno area, but this story is focused on 
Baveno. These sticky pieces of paper have been called by various writers over the years as labels, 
vignettes, stickers, etiquettes and stamps. To see the "stamps" that this book refers to, please see HNL 
December 2008 pages 90 and 91 by Stuart MacKenzie.

In 1996 the Swiss PTT founded a new subsidiary operation called "Mondial Transport Services SA" to 
seek international business. To capitalise on Swiss efficiency, they changed the name to "Swiss Post 
International". Postcards from Italy never seemed to take the shortest route to Switzerland. Swiss Post 
International Italy offered to place over 200 of their private postal boxes in Italian hotels. Special tourist 
stamps could be purchased. The postcards were transported over the border into Switzerland and then 
into the regular Swiss postal system.

This book is the story that simply must be told. This is an exciting example of modern postal history 
(postal rates, mail routes and markings). To understand the heart of this story, please picture that you are 
on a trip, staying in a fine hotel. You write a postcard to your family at home and go to the lobby to post it 
and there is a bright yellow cardboard posting box from another country,  promising better and faster 
service for your postcard. Which system would you choose ?

The whole book is based on Baveno, a very charming, bustling little town on the shore of Lake Maggiore. 
At the time of the story the still-active TWA operated a daily 767 non-stop flight from New York JFK 
Airport to Milan, Italy, Malpensa Airport. The flight left New York Airport at 18.50 and landed in Milan at 
08.50 the next day. The TWA flight crews were billeted overnight at the Grand Hotel Dino in Baveno. 
Without the TWA connection and lacking the postcards sent by the crews, this story could not be told.

A copy of this new book has been very kindly donated to our Society by the author, Charles J. LaBlonde. 
(reference number in our library is 511). The layout and graphic design was done by Richard T. Hall.  The 
book consists of 72 pages, full of illustrations of coloured postcards, maps and photographs. Enclosed 
with this Newsletter is an order form if you would like to purchase a copy. 

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY NEWS 

FUTURE REGIONAL MEETINGS
The next meetings of the Regional Groups are :  Southern Group  on Saturday 6th June in Salisbury – 
'Postal History of the Jura Region' – lead by Neville Nelder, commencing at 10.30.a.m. and closing at 
approximately 4.00.p.m. at the Clovelly Hotel, Mill Road, Salisbury. Werner Gattiker will be in attendance 
with his material for sale. The Northern Group - 12th September in Leeds – 'New Acquisitions/Members' 
Choice'  – further  details  in  the May edition of  the Newsletter.  The  London Group  -   Wednesday 9th 

September, Wednesday 11th November 2009 and Wednesday 14th April 2010 in Room B327, 3rd Floor, B 
Block, Paddington Station, London W2 1FT. Further details will follow later in the year.

AUCTION NEWS
The  Editor  has  received  a  copy  of  several  auction  catalogues  from  the  firm  Corinphila  Auctionen 
(Wiesenstrasse 8, CH-8034 Zürich. Internet : www.corinphila.com). The auctions will be held on 9th - 12th 

June 2009 – 'Europe and Overseas' ; 12th  13th June 2009  - 'Switzerland' including Altschweiz items, 
rarities and airmail material : 10th and 12th/13th June 2009 - 'Italian States plus Altschweiz and Rumanian 
rarities' ; and 11th June 2009 - 'Classic Peru'. If anyone would like to see one or more of them they can be 
posted to them at the borrower's expense (they are heavy) on a first come, first served basis. They are 
likely to finish up in the Society's Library for perusal/borrowing after the auctions have been held.

EDITOR'S MESSAGE - If you have been waiting patiently for your article to appear in the Newsletter, I 
have cleared through a number of the more lengthy articles and meeting reports that have accumulated 
recently and will have more room to include more pithy, shorter offerings. Keep sending them in. You can 
more or less be guaranteed publication, when space allows. Good, clear illustrations always help.

http://www.corinphila.com/
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REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN (WESSEX) GROUP'S MEETING 21  st   FEBRUARY 2009  

Twenty-two eager members attended the 'Spring event' free of the snow and floods of Winter. Apologies 
were received from David Hope, and Derek and Ruth Dawson. The subject of 'Non-Circular Handstamps 
and Cancels' was widely interpreted making for a very comprehensive coverage of this vast subject. The 
day was lead jointly by those two intrepid scourers of the Internet - Fred Hoadley and Bob Medland.

Bob Medland began by producing a set of  the authoritative work on cancels,  he 8-volume 'Schweiz 
Abstemplungen'  ('Obliterations  Suisse')  the  first  version  of  which,  by  Andres  &  Emenegger,  was 
published in 1928. Bob's display consisted of 120 pages, starting with pre-stamp covers and directional 
'Sprechendestempel' marks including 'PP' (Port Payé), 'PD' (Payée jusqu'a desintation for foreign-bound 
letters)  and 'RL' (Rayon Limitrophe) etc. - an interesting concept, signifying that the correct local postage 
rate had been pre-paid for a letter sent to a destination in a neighbouring country which was within the 
district of the sender's local post office. Examples of other handstamps followed on stamps and on cover, 
including  'Affranchisment  insuffisant'  (underpaid).  'Chargé'  or  'Recommandirt'  (registered  post)  and 
'Franco' signifying that, as official mail, it was exempt from postage.

The next part of the display included a great variety of covers  with postage due 'T cancels' over their 100 
years of use, including modern Hasler machine-printed. Collectors of postage due stamps will be familiar 
with 'Annulé' and 'Üngultig' cancels but a rare display item was a cover with the Italian language version 
'Annullato'. One cover that aroused much interest was an example of postage dues cancelled in no less 
than three countries along its journey from the USA to France, Switzerland and return.

Starting with examples  of  the 'Zürich rosettes' the second half  of the display was devoted to actual 
cancellers  (as  opposed  to  handstamps).  Examples  of  different  Federal  lozenge  -shaped,  grilled 
cancellers or 'Rauters' highlighted regional variations , including the unique St. Gallen version with the 
letters St G. in the centre of the lozenge. The display finished  with a wide variety of straight-line cancels 
from village or minor post offices, showing where these were applied correctly or otherwise in accordance 
with  the  postal  regulations.  Varieties  shown  included  boxed  cancels  and  the  famous  oval  Ticino 
cancellers.  Finally,  examples  of  temporary or  emergency cancellers  were  provided together  with  an 
explanation of their usage.

Fred Hoadley showed early postal markings: including a Zürich half-circle; a Ticino oval; and handstamps 
of Geneva, including a 'F.F.4' (Fischer Post) mark and a 'G.F.4' mark, in use for about 6 months when the 
Geneva Post came into effect in 1831.

These were followed by a French marques d’entrée ('SUISSE/ PAR/ DELLE', etc.), Swiss accountancy 
marks  ('BE/2K',  'LV6K',  'LZ/8K',  'LB/4K',  'LN.5½K')  and  French accountancy marks  on outgoing mail 
('7/AE/JF', '7/AED'), and incoming mail ('CF8D', 'LF8D', 'FR8D').

Examples  of  Instructional  Markings  included  'über  BASEL' (Austrian);  'NachAbgang  der  Post' (after 
departure of the post); 'R L'  (Rayon Limitrophe or Limited Border Zone), and Transit Marks : 'TB', 'TZ' 
(Swiss), 'L.T.' (Italian States) and 'T·F' (French).  

Other specialist items displayed included : Federal and private railway station cancels; straightline place-
name handstamps applied on the TPO van plus examples of the only ‘non-circular’ TPO cancels, i.e. 
those of the FRIBOURG - MORAT - ANET route. Then Fieldpost cancels; place-name handstamps with 
unusual spelling, e.g. JNTERLAKEN; and Fahrpost – a parcel post counter handstamp on a Nachnahme 
card.

The extensive display was rounded off with a selection of airmail flight covers from 1924 onwards, each 
with non-circular cachet/handstamp and vignettes. (N.B. a cachet is defined as ‘an unofficial mark that is 
struck off-stamp'). 

Other Contributors
Eric Lienhard began with a selection of covers with various designs of Large Ts and a range of boxed 
Franco cancels of the PTT Head and 11 District  Directorates.  Eric explained that  in about  1903 the 
fashion of  putting  the stamp on the picture side  of  the  postcard appeared to be on the increase – 
probably due to tourism. The post office commissioned handstamps in the form of two-language cancels 
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with the words – 'Frankatur siehe Rueckseite', 'Affranchissement au verso' or 'Franco retro'.  Eric had 
taken a particular interest in these cancels after reading Marc Guillon's article on the subject in the HPS 
Newsletter  July '87 Page 49.  He had built  up a very comprehensive collection,  which he displayed, 
illustrating the various types, both official and privately produced, including the different languages, type 
faces, sizes of lettering and overall dimensions  Some exceptions to the usual two-line versions were the 
boxed 'timbre au dos' from Vallorbe and cancels from  Basel, Carouge and Zürich. Many 'cancels' were of 
a private nature. Switzerland seems to be the only country to have dealt with this 'fad' officially.

Peter Vonwiller showed several modern covers with differently shaped cancellations and cachets from 
passenger vessels based on the Bodensee.

Ray Clegg  showed a range of hand-cancels on freight documents.

Allen  Payne began  with  a  variety  of  publicity–  and  other  cancellations  related  to  Lucerne  and  the 
Vierwaldstättersee area including the International Rotary Festival, the Lucerne Music Festival and the 
10th Anniversary of the Swiss Trade Fair of 1916. Other items included various local straight-line name 
cancellations, 'Chargé' marks, marks advising that goods were awaiting collection, travelling post office 
and railway station post office marks and unusual hotel cachets.

Neville  Nelder began with  examples  of  the  attractive  rosette-shaped handstamp used to cancel  the 
stamps and miniature sheets issued to commemorate the Centenary of Swiss Stamps in 1943. These 
were followed by Rail and Air-related cancels including a boxed Service Postale and a box cancel from 
the cable car station at the summit of Santis. Propaganda cancels from special flights in the period 1925 - 
1928 - mainly rectangular but also examples of oval, octagonal and triangular shapes.  

Peter Hobbs contributed a pot-pourri of unusual material including - wavy line cancels for use on both 
foreign and Swiss uncancelled stamps, also as a roller. Private Parcel Acceptance cancels located in 
shops  and  other  rather  unusual  places  throughout  Switzerland:  these  are  listed  in  Gebert  as  'PA'. 
Postage dues from the World Health Organisation, where they use both their own and Swiss stamps and 
cancel with either a 'T in circle' or their cds ! Other variations of the 'T' cancels and the other marks used 
to invalidate the postage dues. Then a selection of pencancels and other marks on the early issues.   

Don Symonds showed examples of straight-line railway cancels which were carried on the TPO vans 
which sparked a discussion on how the mail was brought to the vans by the station staff and cancelled by 
the official postal staff on the TPO.  The postal staff were officially not allowed to leave the train. Other 
interesting marks included an early spelling of Aarau with only one 'a', a 'return to sender' instruction in 
Flemish and straight-line name cancels from the Eastern areas of Switzerland (including Graubünden) 
which appear to have chosen a more severe/angular font than many of the offices in the western and 
central areas of the country.  

Richard Donithorn brought a variety of illustrated publicity cancellations showing townscapes and tourist 
publicity  subjects.  Also  examples  of  Swiss  Post  departing  from the  traditional  circular-shaped  date-
stamps on some of their more recent special cancellations (e.g. for the Basler Taube 1995, the Simenon 
Joint Issue and the 'concave oval' on the 2008 Bellinzona card). 

The Society's President, Claude Mistely, rounded off proceedings with a vote of thanks for the organisers 
of the event and all the contributors. 'A very successful event which provided a  very good over-view of 
the subject. The two main speakers are to be congratulated for knitting the very diverse strands together 
so beautifully with little, or no, duplication. The displays included a great deal of unusual material, some 
of which could well be classified  as 'very scarce' or 'fine and rare'.  Special mention should be made of 
Eric Lienhard and Peter Hobbs for their  penchant for the unusual and material that other people miss.'
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DID YOU KNOW ?                                                                                            MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT last month I mentioned that according to a newspaper report the public were having great difficulty 
in getting the new self-stick stamps off  the backing undamaged.  As I  do not  get  all  the new issues 
automatically I bought a corner block of these Ice Hockey Skates and had no trouble at all. It seems that 
only part of the delivery gave real trouble. The new 'Trees' are self-stick and are also printed by the same 
firm Enschede. They seem to be in order. Note that the thicker paper requires more perforation holes, so 
here we have 13½  instead of the old 11½ , which has been the tendency since the introduction of the 
SSR IV of 1985.  

THAT I have come across a cover in an old box which has been attacked by mites at some time in the 
past. The damage is shown enlarged in Fig.1. The question is - why was only one of the two stamps 
attacked with the other untouched ? The 15c Z525 was issued on 30th August 1973 on chalky white 
phosphorescent paper without fibres and the 5c Pro Patria Z128 of 1st June 1966 was on plain white 
phosphorescent paper with violet fibres. It seems clear that the mites preferred the older paper without 
chalk, but how were they affected by the phosphorescent additive ? Did they light up in the dark corners 
of the clothes cupboard ?

THAT Heinrich Federer (1866 – 1928), shown on the stamp in Fig. 1 below, lived for 6 years (1893 – 
1898) in Jonschwil Canton St Gallen and wrote a number of books on the inhabitants of the fictitious 
village of Lachweiler. Fig. 2 shows the complete K818 used on the first day. One day I will check-up if this 
well-known novelist was in any way related to the even better-known tennis player of today - Roger 
Federer.

THAT in 'Focus' there was a most interesting article on how printing has progressed since the days of 
Johannes Gutenberg as indicated in the FD cancel of the new 100c stamp, his 'a' of 1450 and today's @ 
(Fig.3). I took up their offer of a guided tour of the special exhibition and the main part of the Gutenberg 
Museum in Fribourg. The 15th Century building houses, on five floors, a unique collection of old and new 
printing  machines  and  all  the  auxiliary  equipment,  excellently  displayed,  with  French  and  German 
descriptions. The special SP souvenir of the whole story is well worth reading, but a bit expensive.

THAT in 2008 the Postautos carried a record number of 115 Million passengers, i.e. 315,000 per day, 
over a distance of 94 Million kilometres. However, the high cost of fuel reduced the clear profit. Today 
they have the newest coaches and buses, yellow double-deckers and articulated 'bendy' buses. They 
have also won several contracts to operate in France and Liechtenstein.

A NEW MEMBER - A warm welcome is extended to our latest new member Mr. Allan Barlow who lives in 
the East Midlands. We hope he takes full advantage of the various services provided for members and 
look forward to seeing him at one of our meetings.
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